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Monkey and me, Monkey and me, Monkey and me, We went to see... A little girl and her toy

monkey love imitating different animals, everything from jumping like kangaroos to waddling like

penguins! Open this book and play along with them.   Can you guess what animal they are now?
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A little girl and her stuffed animal, a monkey, cavort as she imagines and imitates a series of wild

animals. The girlÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s actions as she pretends to be each new beast can give rise to a

guessing game for children, resolved when a turn of the page shows the actual animal mimicked:

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Monkey and me, /Ã‚Â  Monkey and me, /Ã‚Â Monkey and me, / We went to see, / We

went to see some . . . / Ã‚Â ELEPHANTS!Ã¢â‚¬Â• The rhythmic, patterned text reads aloud

exceptionally well, though the storyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ending is a bit of a letdown. Still, the spare,

expressive pencil drawings are charming, and the restrained use of watercolor washes heightens

their effectiveness. This upbeat picture book has great read-aloud potential for responsive listening

and extended play in storytimes. Preschool-Kindergarten. --Carolyn Phelan

"The rhythmic, patterned text reads aloud exceptionally well...the spare, expressive pencil drawings

are charming, and the restrained use of watercolor washes heightens their effectiveness. This



upbeat picture book has great read-aloud potential for responsive listening and extended play in

storytimes."--Booklist

Just as described and arrived promptly. An ex-library book it came with the plastic cover still over

the dust jacket. Once I removed that it looks like a nearly new book with no library markings.

My 4 y.o. has a monkey she loves more than anyone in the world, and this book really speaks to

her. It is not a "story" book and the text is short and simple (my 6 y.o. can read it easily), but the

pictures are beautiful.

Bought it to do a reading circle at my son's 1st birthday party and we are using it ever since. He

loves it, the illustrations are sweet and clear for his age group (16mo now).

My baby and family love this book, but the one we ordered came full of library book labels all over

the front, side and back cover and inside as well. When we purchased it online, it was never

mentioned that it was a used library book with labels from the library. If we had known that, we

would not have purchased the book as it looks, well, like a library book instead of a part of our

private collection.

Fantastic book! We originally found this book in the library. My son loved it so much that I searched

and found it here to purchase.

This was another book we took out from the library so frequently that it became a favourite and must

have item. The idea behind the story, the rhythm of words and simple pictures are just great. We

love it.

Toddlers will love joining along as the main character and her stuffed monkey act like animals. The

illustrations are great. My 2.5 year old especially loves looking at the endpapers.

We got it free in Cheerios as well. Unfort. my 21 month old is not quite "mature" enough for normal

books, so he shredded it to bits. I kept taping it, but it's just too mangled (it's a lot flimsier than a real

book - really more of a booklet or phamplet). Anyway, I just bought him a "real" copy- I know he's

going to be so excited. I'll make sure he doesn't kill this one!
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